Continuous and intermittent running to exhaustion at maximal lactate steady state: neuromuscular, biochemical and endocrinal responses.
The aim of the present study was to characterize the neuromuscular, biochemical, and endocrinal responses from a running to exhaustion mode at the maximal lactate steady state intensity during continuous and intermittent protocols. Pre-post test measures. Twelve athletes performed an incremental treadmill test, several constant speed tests to determine the maximal lactate steady state at continuous and intermittent (5:1 ratio) models and two randomized tests until exhaustion at such intensities. Knee extension torque and blood sampling were collected before and immediately after the time to exhaustion tests. The results showed a significant decrement (∼15%) in torque production after time to exhaustion tests for both exercise models. In addition to neuromuscular impairment, an acute increase of 65% and 38% was observed creatine kinase, during continuous and intermittent running, respectively. Regarding hormonal responses when compared to baseline measurements, cortisol increased by 132% and 121% in the continuous and intermittent protocols, respectively. No correlation was found between biochemical, endocrinal and the neuromuscular variables. The present findings showed that running until exhaustion performed at maximal lactate steady state, significantly impaired muscle strength and increased hormonal and muscle damage markers in two different protocols (i.e. continuous and intermittent) amongst trained runners.